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© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries · Conversation starter • #1 • 4.1.2012 I thought I'd get an accu-stutin (or any other) for my 581 model &amp; wonder if it's necessary or worth it. All the stakes are grateful. · I can't say
either way after I sold my Mini before I bought one, but I was going to buy Mo-Rod mine. I think it would be more for older pencil barrel guns, but I think it would help some, but not so much in new models. · You must first compare the accuracy of your rifle. The problem solved with stabilizers
is the whip in the barrel when round exits. This was a bigger concern for early thin profile barrels, although no barrel is immune. The 580 &amp; 581 series may have a narrower, heavier barrel introduced in 2008. Many of the 580 &amp; 581 series cannons produced between 2005 and 2007
still had a light barrel. Compare your accuracy from double rest, sandbags at both ends of the shoud do. Use various ammunition that you may routinely fire. I'd suggest five teams of shots to make all the pilots notice. If a gun constantly clusters every 2,100 meters, I suspect you'll see a lot
of improvement, even if any weapon should benefit, only to a lesser extent. If it groups a typical 3.5-4,100 yd, I suggest you continue. Every make-up offered was shown to help. I've noticed variations in quality and finishing. Usually it's about getting what you pay for. · It also helps to remove
heat from the barrel. I've noticed faster cooling and better groups as I pop up for a bunch of laps. · It also helps to remove heat from the barrel. I've noticed faster cooling and better groups as I pop up for a bunch of laps. +1 above for my M30 narrowing barrel as well as M14. It helps with
flyers and suspensions. · I agree with Schwammy. You will benefit from faster cooling of the chimney. A cooler barrel means better accuracy. I have Mo-Rod and I think it's worth the investment. Only worth 2 cents. · I bought Accu-Strut Socom just because I like what it looks like.... · I looked
into one of them before my Mini got home. When I took it off and pulled the trigger time, I saw no reason to spend the money. (Mine is also a 581 series) I didn't buy my daughter-in-law with a bench rifle. I've never honed it. If I shoot it off the table or rest, I'll just use my hands to keep him
steady. I shoot mine standing free quite often. I have steel targets, and I use it to make paper piercings. For all practical purposes, it does what you want it to do, and you'll probably never notice the difference in group 2 and together, which groups 4 @100yds. (Unless you have that aim. I
use good old iron. If Target rifle, I'd look elsewhere. Else. Bolt gun. · Conversation Starter • #9 • 6.1.2012 If you are looking for a target rifle, I would look outside the bolt gun. This is my SHTF weapon (I forgot to mention that it is tactical, however not a fan of the ATI warehouse). I have a
couple of bolts and I shoot open sights with everything but my Mauser and my 10/22, I'll give the red tbsp a chance &amp; for now I like it. I'm considering throwing some kind of optics at the Mini 14 &amp; considering everything but the scope (I bought it second-hand &amp; it came with
Redfield but threw it to my Mauser) &amp; I'm open to suggestions on this topic as well. I'm also considering putting the XS Tritium Stripe on it (I noticed a significant difference when I threw a high viz front sight at SKS). Ever since I was filming it last week in the 50yrds (I usually shoot 100)
and found my group walking out after about ten laps (2-4, about the same from the 100s, but 50?) from the bench. I heard the barrels are heating up quickly (&amp; I noticed mine did the same after I got it) &amp; I read mixed reviews of the ostrich that helped it. My reason for going to the
Mini 14 is the simple proven design, the ease of stripping the field &amp; its reputation as rugged and reliable, which it has been proven to be. Now that I have it, it's time to cheat and rig it. Thank you all for your feedback. · I have a 580 series with a heavier barrel and installed accu strut to
see if I could notice the improvement. Using a sight and a two-legged 100 meters away, I saw a slight improvement. I like the look and it keeps the barrel cooler if you do quick fire drills. I now have a red shoplift and removed a two-legged and 50m away I get pretty good groups using rest.
Plan training in sitting positions and standing positions at the red point. · I was filming it last week in the 50yrds (I usually shoot 100) &amp; I noticed my group walking out after about ten laps (2-4, about the same from the 100s, but 50?) from the bench. As I understand it, it doesn't really
tighten up your teams, it keeps groups with a cold barrel. If it didn't double group sizes, I guess it would be worth the money. If I ever sit down and bench my Mini, I might get the same results. I might have to sit down and sit down now so I know if it's going to do what you're doing. · I put Mo-
Rod in my Mini and it's helped blackmail my teams. Having said that, I was also padded in a pipe and reciever, which also helped. The guy who makes Mo-Rod is a real gem because I had problems with my order. He did things right and went the extra mile to fix my problem. · I replaced my
front sight with the Mo-Reaper salamander and it certainly mattered in the recoil. · And yes, with Mo=Reaper, your glimpse of your barrel is I can prove it, and I can prove it to me. Me. it's easier to use. Target's on the blade. Only worth 2 cents. · I notice on the site that it mentions that they
are not suitable for Mini-14 Target models. Mini 14 Target models don't need this, do they? · Accu logs would not fit the target model if it has a larger barrel in diameter with too small clamps. And if it has a larger barrel in diameter, the accu ostrich would not improve the grouping. · The Mini
14 did not group in the 10,100 meters, then I installed Accustrut and viola under 1.5 in 20 shot groups!!!!!!! I would not buy anything other than Accustrut because he is the guy who did all the research on the concept of strut and I like to support his efforts. Everything else is just a copy. FRJ ·
I know it's old, but I found TrueShot techniques as the best prices for ostriches and attractions. My shots would hang wild, then I'd have an ostrich. · I know it's old, but I found TrueShot techniques as the best prices for ostriches and attractions. My shots would hang wild, then I'd have an
ostrich. Ditto on TrueShot, especially on price. Good people to deal with and it tightens my groups with my old pencil mini 14. · I also paid $58.00 delivered to my front door. Plus, my rifle was seen in my sights. All barrels seem to do as advertised. The Ruger Mini-14 is a 188 series where I
used open attractions when I first went aiming, it was painful to see it. Things seemed much easier to see to me when I got the barrel tin mounted. · Start of conversation • #1 • 7.7.2018 Hello everyone, search here for information on how to edit the 582 series tactical mini-14. I know accu-
Strut is very powerful for older Mini-14 models, but is it worth getting for a new 582 series with a 16'' tactical barrel? Would it basically just be an aesthetic thing? I know it does a good job of cooling the barrel at all levels, but I speak firmly about accuracy. I also heard accu strut changed
SOCOM (which I assume I would get if I bought Accu-Ttrut) to 4 inches from 5 inches. If money wasn't an option (and I don't even know if they have big price differences), which would be more useful? Thank you for your help everyone! · 582 16 tactical. I don't think there's an ostrich in the
world that would improve accuracy. It would only increase the appearance and maybe a little better cooling, but I doubt it will change the accuracy. The barrel of the 16 is as rigid as the barrel is ever based on length and cone. kwg · I agree with KW. That 16-minute barrel is pretty meaty, I
first try different loads to see what the rifle shoots absolutely the best. Then there. other little affordable things you can try. Replacing a smaller gas snant to mitigate the gas function will help. Then there are the recoil batteries that you can put into the function. A good bedding job for a
receiver never hurts, or a $55 trigger job from a firestone. It could only be me, but I put the extra power on wolff recoil spring, 1911 recoil buffers, a yearly receiver, and it has made an old skinny barrel mini 14 with 16 barrels to shoot more consistently. When the gas system is softer, my rifle
will be more accurate. · Accu-strut or tru-shot works and tightens your groups especially when hot, but as others have said, first find out which of your ammunition your mini likes best, and some believe that some and some just don't break the new barrel slowly just like the new car engine or
gearbox. Jmho · Golden, I have a 583 Tactical Mini-14 as well as an old 181GB Mini-14 (18.5 skinny barrel). After cooling down, I suspect you would see a lot - if any - accuracy gains in a 582 tactical accustrut or similar: as kwg020 and Kame have shown. A $15 choate ventilated hand
protector would be a better investment (and much cheaper) to improve cooling. And it also looks great... Depending on the purpose of the optics, you should consider UltiMak Scout Rail, which replaces the hand guard. It stiffens things up a bit (not a real problem with tacticals) and improves
cooling because it acts as a heat sink. If you like redstands, UltiMak is the way to go. Sandog is a grandmaster when it comes to these (even though they're with the Mini-30). I keep both my Minis pretty stocked, other than running butts to the back of the op-rod. I haven't felt the need for a
small gas snant yet, because tactical ones (with 16.2 barrels) don't remove brass right up to the ranch rifle (with 18.5 barrels). The first 90 rounds were thrown around 10-12, which suited me. However... They started going 20-25' after it started breaking in. I'm about to get a small gas snant.
Still tinkering... A word of warning about Wolf's extra power recoil spring: One of the biggest challenges of the Mini-body is the op-rod forward (and slamming) against the gas block. ARS doesn't have this, and not most semi-trucks that aren't Garand-based. The op-rod's pre-effect on the gas
block creates a forward impact that can be optics designed only for recoil. An extra recoil spring will only irritate this problem. Forward bumpers help, but you really don't need extra power for your recoil spring because it creates other challenges. Minis are therefore known as scope busters.
Air pistol targeting is designed for impact in both directions, so consider it if you want to use a sight. The Forward buffer helps in this regard. Beware, results the size of the gas cover varies between the ranch rifle and the tactical: what works well for the Ranch Rifle (0.050) is unlikely to work
at all with a tactical one that usually works better somewhere around 0,070. Hadaway (on this forum) makes them and separates the two models, offering a set of three sheaths - which I recommend because each Mini is different. One thing that affects accuracy and can be an easy, simple
and FREE fix is to make sure that the gap between the upper and lower half of the gas block is flat and equal: port and whiteboard, before and after. Several Minis left the factory with those gaps horribly away (tactical included) and spoil accuracy and consistency. 9/64 allen key (preferably
using an INCH pound torque controller to about 30 inches per kilo). If you don't have a torque controller, try to be consistent with all four bolts. Check the screws holding the rear sight and/or P rail. BLUE loctitis is recommended because the screws have previously worked loose. If you're an
iron guy, consider tech sights rear view. One look at the factory's rear sight tactically and I ordered from behind Tech Sights. The world disagrees and - depending on your eyesight - can benefit you from their shrinking opening add-ons. COSteve is its grandmaster. You don't know your final
intentions for your 582 Tactical Mini, but think it's a pretty light and handy carbine that should be good for at least 2 MOAs out of a box. It's not a target rifle, it's a lightweight and handy carbine that's close to the accuracy of the target rifle. If you wanted a target Mini, you'd have gotten a Mini
Target Mini. Adding extra weight reduces the portability of the cool Tactical Mini. IMHO · Shoot rifle 5 shot group @ 50 yds then another 5 shot group then another 5 shot group, wait a few seconds and fire another 2 shots and see if the POI moves to heating fake. I had a narrowing barrel
580 series blue Tactical heat distortion six inches @ 50 yds when it got hot. Cryotherapy didn't help. I assume Accu-Strut would have helped. · A word of warning about Wolf's extra power recoil spring: One of the biggest challenges of the Mini-body is the op-rod forward (and slamming)
against the gas block. ARS doesn't have this, and not most semi-trucks that aren't Garand-based. The op-rod's pre-effect on the gas block creates a forward impact that can be optics designed only for recoil. An extra recoil spring will only irritate this problem. Forward bumpers help, but you
really don't need extra power for your recoil spring because it creates other challenges. Minis are therefore known as scope busters. Air pistol targeting is designed for impact in both directions, so consider it if you want to use a sight. Forward buffer helps Into account. IMHO RJF: You have
two questions about Mini-14 buffers and additional power controller springs. You send and many others also have 1911 type-butts like the Wilsons Mini-14. Precision systems offer mini a set for $15.00. How Accuracy's buffers differ from Wilson or others to the 1911s marketability. Since I
have several 1911 and some Wilson buffers wondering if a $15.00 set is the best way to go (the possibility that they were designed for Mini) or knowing the cost of a Wilson bumper card, the Wilson type works just as well and at a much lower price. As for the extra recoil spring, I'm
confused. You say the Mini doesn't need that extra power because it just makes the op rod beat more power against the gas block. The resolution system states in Extra Power Guide Spring that it reduces slide speed by 25%. I think that if I don't go to bed late and even early, it's that a
spring classified as extra power would cause the speed of the slide and not reduce it by 25%. I need clarification on this. probably doesn't see a forest for a tree type contract, but curious as a famous cat. Not trying to ban the precision system from any business or false claims, they seem to
be a good honest and reliable business, as I read. I have a 184 series Mini pencil barrel bought in 1985, which I have developed quite well rechargeed ammunition that reaches and touches where the cross hairs are directed. I just want a little nice. Let Accra-Sttrut install and plan to replace
the Choate pistol handle storage with a more traditional style. · I've been using extra recoil spring for a few years now, and my aim is still on. But I use bushnell's elite, which is classified as magnum rifles, and it has Bushnell's bulletproof warranty. They're only a couple of pounds heavier
than Ruger's recoil spring, and they really don't notice the difference in stiffness when pulling the charging handle backwards. Do not forget that the bolt and sliding assembly receives some resistance when pushing the round out of the maga and into the chamber. You don't get full power
from slamming the spring back into the gas block, and then it's also a rubber bumper at the end of the cycle. But seriously, if you're worried about a mini eating a sight, you might want to invest in Leupold. After all, it can take a back and forward move to Jack Hammer! · Pig, possible
damage wolf increased strength spring is forward movement - not backward movement. This going forward is difficult for optics that are not classified as such an effect. ASI only deals with backward movement, so be careful how you interpret their explanation. The best way to reduce
backward force is a small gas snant. It has no effect Business. An additional power spring only complicates things by influencing the forwards. The camel's sights are classified as forward effect, like most air weapons targeting. Just a word of warning that some scopes (which may even
handle .50Cal or 12g) may not handle Mini well. Find an air pistol-rated sight/optician. As for bumpers, I occasionally roll mine using stuff around the farm, but I've found that most 1911 bumpers (Wilson or others) work fine. For a Mini-14, the marked bumper is sometimes too thick for the
Mini (affects the bolt lock or cycling): each Mini is different. They certainly change the recoil and mood of carbine's blanket and - if you find a sweet spot - are lovely. I've only used the usual 1911 buffers (not Wilson) and I've been happy - both before and behind. For some, Wilson bumpers
are too thick and affect cycling. The cheap (amazon) buffers I use ( oh_aui_detailpage_o05_s00?ie=UTF8&amp;psc=1) work well for me. I hope this helps. · RJF - Yes, it helps and explains further, thank you. I've been using a B-Square sight bracket (the type with a large side screw that
screws on the left side of the receiver) and tires since I bought the Mini back in '85. Installed an older Weaver Widefield 4X on it and has been using it ever since. The potential stroke of the rod has never had an impact on scope zero. I've been thinking about trying vortex 2-7x I had
previously installed an AR-style rifle, but hasn't done so yet. Either this setup fits well with the rifle, my reloads are pleasing, I'm just a good shot or some combination of them, but I've always hit what I'm aiming for, and I've had respect groups. Some might ask why trying to fix what isn't
broken, the same old reason why all shooters just have adjustment to get that little extra edge and tighter groups, I guess. · Hog, one of my Mini-14s is an early 181 series - just as I assume, there's a 184 series you might have (based on date 1985) and the fact that you're using a page-
mounted B-Square adapter for your scope. Without crosshairs (which would make it a 187 Series Ranch Rifle), the removal distance of worn brass is independent of the gas system (the throw is in the bolt and not in the bolt-bolt-explosive assembly of ranch models). Not knowing which
model Mini you have, but you suspect it's a straight (non-ranch) Mini, a smaller-sized gas bush can make cycling somewhat easier, but with 1911 buffers before and behind you shouldn't have to do it. My 1977 vintage 181 is all original except buffers, side-installed Picatinny Rail similar to B-
Square, and new factory it's like it left the factory in 1977. Tuning re-tuning is one of the best things you can do to ensure accuracy. Imagine a barrel as a sine wave. If the bullet leaves the barrel between the peak and the trough, between, are in a sweet spot. If it leaves near either the peak
or the trough, accuracy will suffer. It's a notorious barrel shot and helps explain why some skinny-barreled Mini-14s shoot well and others don't. In my 181 Mini, I spin a 1911 bumper on the back and a homemade front bumper made of garage door gasket material (I've also used vinyl base
plate material with great success). The 9mm case is the perfect size for use in perforation. You can also notice that the front of the op-rod is likely to have a flat face (such as my 181). I believe it wasn't until Ruger went to Ranch Rifle that they introduced a slice/dicer lip. Those lips are
chewing on the front butts. Flat faces don't. Here's a picture of my 181. It's a GB model. The ostrich is one I made with an old piece of earthing bar left on the farm by the previous owner. I had to screw up because the bayo rope was in the way. In the end, I decided I didn't need it because
my Mini is easily 3-4 MOA using 3 MOA-sized red dots, factory brass and impatient shooters. 167.9 KB Views: 457 · yep, my 1985 mini 184 series is just a straight Mini (not a rancher). I've posted these pictures before here on the forum. The B-Square stand has always remained rock hard,
taken it off, reassigned and has never noticed any change in zero (the best is how tight an MOA you can achieve with a Mini). Bought a Mini while still a LEO and wanted a targeting system that can be taken away if necessary and used iron sights. Some writers and shooters have matched
the B-Square system over the years, but in the 33 years I've used it, it's never given me any problems. Five-star IMO! Since Choate had a bit of cheek wetting, I wrapped a kitchen towel that I borrowed from the kitchen and wrapped a black duck band around it. Work so well that I have
never tried to use any other method. I went modern with it several years ago with black Gorilla tape. Not very flashy, but he works at the border as a gunsmith! Mini-willss empty brass retaliates, so I want to tame it possibly by replacing the gas gate and adding some buffers. As I previously
advised, the accu ostrich already has a full length to install, but also plans to replace the stock with a traditional style, possibly Choate. Over the years, I've found which powder and grain weights and bullets Mini likes and doesn't like. Use mostly 55 grain FMJ and soft dots. Sometimes there
are some lying points. Likes To Win 748, Hodgdon BL-C2 and 335. There have been good results from accurate 2230 too, recently bought some Hodgdon CFE223, but hasn't done anything about it yet. · Hog, I put on a B-market until just like your pictures in the mid-'80s. It continued to
work loosely (mainly because I don't use any loctitis), so after a few years it came off. It's still in my part box... A few years ago, I started to take an interest. get interested. and pick up a similar binding (side mount), but on the P-rail instead of tires such as square B (so I could install either a
targeting or red dot). Similarly, it continued to work loosely then - on one of these forums - found a blue spot. It's been rock hard ever since. The beauty of P-Rail's lashes is that I can still use the iron once installed: just switch from jaw weaff to cheek weeding. I have to love that Gorilla tape!
Not sure how much the transition to a reduced gas snus will help from the throw-out distance, as the throw is bolted on the bolt rather than in the bolt bolt stop assembly (as in the Ranch model). Running in the bumpers at 181 in 181 reduced the oversled distance, but was never a particular
problem for me. Constantly lowers brass to a position of approximately 3-4' at 2 o'clock with buffers; Probably went a little further without them, but nothing anywhere near what the 583 tactical does. · RJF;4140313 Must love that Gorilla ribbon! Not sure how much the transition to a reduced
gas snum will help from the stopping distance said: Gorilla Tape-Intended to always make a custom leather glove on the cheekpiece, but it's still in a file marked Have You Visited! (i.e. probably never will) Ref throw in mini models, didn't know there was a difference. Why the difference
between ranch and non-Ranch models? Do you have anything to do with the expected ammunition? Everyone can shoot 5.56 vs. .223 I've never read or heard that there was a difference. · Hog, early Mini-14 gruesomes were never designed or expected to attach scope (thus, there are no
scope scallops or means to install scope). The stoma pattern was much more vertical than horizontal, and those of us who didn't have Ranch Min installing a targeting area on top of the receiver quite often had the emissis hit the targeting on the way out. Mine sometimes argues a little
against my P-Rail, but not very often. With Ranch Rifle (designed for a targeting head sitting on a receiver), Ruger had to redesign how the shells were thrown out, so they decided to use a bolt limiter as a way to trigger the throw. To ensure reliability for almost any ammunition
removal/brand, they introduced the current gas system to ensure that the bolt travels far enough backwards to drastically remove the consumed brass. They probably also moved where the throw was in the bolt (not sure - not compared) so that the brass thrown out would clear the scope.
The site below is a handy reference to Mini's changes over time. Sunflower Ammo.com: Ruger Mini-14/30 Barrel Thread Speeds Last note: all Mini-14s except the target model can safely fire .223 REM and 5.56 (it's in the user manual). I'm not sure. they decided to label the Minis .223
(some speculated it was lawyers, others speculated that some countries were banning military ammunition - 5.56 NATO - and .223 were civilian ammunition). Some (probably with the 580 series) they just started stamping them at 5.56 to avoid confusion. On page 11 of our operating flights:
RUGER ® MINI-14 ® RIFLES is equipped with a .223 Remington (5.56mm) cartridge. The mini-14 rifle is designed to use either standardized U.S. Army or factory-loaded athletic .223 (5.56mm) cartridges manufactured in accordance with U.S. industrial practice. See Affile Notification
&amp; Ammunition Warning below. USE ONLY FACTORY AMMUNITION LOADED WITH U.S. INDUSTRIAL STANDARDS The Target model was especially in the chamber only .223 to get tighter chamber tolerances for accuracy. · The Mini-14 is a one-case throwing machine. On my
home track, where I do most of my shooting, I place a couple of big blue tarpaulins down and stand/sit about a foot away from the left side as I shoot. The enclosures are tossed forward, right and right backwards. There was one bounce from a tree once down behind a shirt - WOW - left
several welts. I'm reloading, so I don't want to lose any. Hunt with it or shoot without tarpaulin, lose only a few. Ar throws them all in the same place. I have a few dings at the bottom, on the right side of B-Square mountain, but there's nothing to indicate a persistent problem. RFJ, since you
published information about the two style changes in mini-ejectors, I searched online and have found a lot of information both on this forum and other references to styles. Interestingly, I hadn't figured it out before. Not enough reading about mini. Was aware that they were in chamber 5.56
(also handle .223). The sunflower website you posted also confirms that my Mini came from the factory in 1985. I bought my Accu-Strutt from my sunflower there. As I recall, I never went with a Ranch rifle because they had folding leaf hind sights and some other difference I didn't want or
care about. It's been a while. All I know is that after shooting all the rounds since '85 with my mini, I have confidence in it. One problem with throwing out once, I never figured out why-still rock and roll! Hopefully the bumpers will tame it, install a couple of Wilsons this weekend and see how
they work. If so, there may not be a need to replace the gas snans. Thank you for your contribution to RFJ. · I might have to look for one for my older Mini. Mini.
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